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Let (X,) be a positive recurrent Harris chain on a general state space, with invariant probability 
measure n= We give necessary and sufficient conditions for the geometric convergence of hP”f 
towards its limit r(f), and show that when such convergence happens it is, in fact, uniform over 
f and in L’(h)-norm. As a corollary we obtain that, when (X,) is geometrically ergodic, 
j n(dx)@“‘(x, . ) - n converges to zero geometrically fast. We also characterize the geometric 11 
ergodicity of (X,,) in term5 of hitting time distributions. We show that here the so-called small 
sets act like individual points of a countable state space chain. We give a test function criterion 
for geometric ergodicity and apply it to random walks on the positive half line. We apply these 
results to non-singular renewal processes on [0,03) providing a probabilistic approach to the 
exponential convergence of renewai measures. 
non-singular renewal processes 
1. Introduction 
Let (X,) be an aperiodic Harris recurrent Markov chain on a general state space 
(S, 9). B is throughout assumed countably generated. 7~ *vi11 exclusively denote an 
invariant measure of (X,). In general we consider chains which are positive recurrent 
(i.e., r(S) < 00); when this is the case, we assume that 7~ is normalized to a probability 
measure. For the definition of the above concepts we refer to [S]. The basic theory 
of geometric ergodicity of such chalins is developed in [7] and we shall adopt their 
notation. 
There is no loss of generality in imposing the following khorization Condition. 
For some k: G !V +) some measurable non-negative function h s 1, with n(h) > 0, 
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and some probability measure v on (S, B), 
(where h 0 v(x, A) = h(x)v(A)). 
In fact, for any measure rp << 7r and every B E 99 with q(B) > 0, there exists a 
C-set (w.r.t. cp), C c B [8, Theorem 1.2.11, i.e., a set with g(C) > 0 and 
(C) Pk(x,A)=+lc(x)cpc(A) XES,AE~ 
for some k EN +, p>O (cpc = cp(. n C)/@(C)). Hence we can always choose 
h=plc, y=(pc in (M). 
In [7, Theorem 9(i)] it is shown that the following two statements are equivalent 
for a positive recurrent (Xn): 
GE(i) for some PO ‘11, lvP”kh-r(h)~=O(p;;) (n+@; 
GE(u) for some r> 1, vQ,h ~00, where: 
Q, = f tn(Pk -h 0 v)“. 
n=O 
(1.1) 
Furthermore [7, Theorem 8 and lo] show that these conditions are equivalent o 
GE(iii) there exists p <= 1such that I]P”(x, 0 ) - T~I= O(p”) (n -) ~0) for r-a.e. x E S. 
Definition 1.1. The Markov chain (Xn) is called geom.tricaZZy ergo&c if it is positive 
recurrent and one of the equivalent conditions GE(i), GE(ii), GE(iii) holds. 
Remark 1.2. Recall that the sequence 
1, n= 0, 
‘n-‘)kh, n 2 1 
is a renewal sequence corresponding to the increment distribution b(n) = 
v(Pk -h 0 v)“-‘h, n EN +, and hence the equivalence of GE(i) and GE(ii) is a 
direct consequence of Kendall’s Lemma [7, p. 4121. 
If there is a recurrent atom a! in the state space (i.e., 7r(cy)>O and P(x, l ) is 
independent of x when x E a j, then, from Kendall’s Lemma, (Xn) is geometrically 
ergodic if and only if 
E,(rTa)<CQ for Some r> 1 (1.2) 
(TA = inf{n EN +: X,EA},AE~). 
If C is a C-set (w.r.t. cp), then GE(i) gives: (Xn) is geometrically ergodic if and 
only if (Xn) is positive recurrent and 
47~PZ~C9 - n(C) = O(&) (n + 00) (1.3) 
for some pc- < 1. 
plementary results on the geometric 
>v chains. In Section 2 we give necessary and sufficient conditions 
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for the geometric convergence of hP’*f towards its limit n(f). As a corollary, we 
obtain a T-integrated form of GE(iii) for geometrically ergodic chains. We also 
characterize the geometric ergodicity of (X,) in terms of the hitting time distributions 
of the so-called small sets. In Section 3 we give a test function criterion for geometric 
ergodicity, similar to that in the countable case [9], and apply it to random walks 
ton the positive half line. The results of Section 2 will be applied to non-singular 
renewal processes in Section 4. 
2. Geometric ergodicity and geometric tails of hitting-time distributions 
The first of our main results improves condition GE(iii). 
Theorem 2.1. If (X,)) is geometrically ergodic, therv exists p < 1 such that 
I v(dx)llp”(x, l ) - rr]] = O(p”) (n + 00). 
Remark 2.2. Condition GE(iii) gives the existence of p < 1 and a measurable 
function IL4 so that A4 < 00 rr-a.e. and IIP” (x, l ) - ~11 G M(x)p n. Theorem 2.1 shows 
that p and M can in fact be chosen SC that A4 is 7Antegra%. 
If S is countable and (X,J is geometrically ergodic, i.e., for some i E S and pi < 1, 
IP”(i, i) - rr(i)l = O(pr) ( n + w), then by Theorem 2.1, 
C 1 r(i)lP” (i, j) - r(j)1 = Wp”) 
iES /ES 
forsomep<l. 
Theorem 2.1 is in fact a special case of the following more general result which 
also strengthens [7, Theorem 9(ii)]. Here k, h and v are as in (M), and Q, is the 
kernel introduced in (1.1). 
Theorem 2.3. Suppose (Xn) is geometrically ergodic. Let h be a probability measure 
and g a non-negatic 7 ,function with r(g) < 00 on (S, 93). Assume that for some r > 1, 
hQ,h < 00 and uQ,g < 00. Then the following three conditions are equivalent: 
(a) for some PO< 1, IhP”g - r(g)\ = O(pFJ (n + 00); 
(b) for some I > 1 
k-l k-l 
1 hQ,P’g <oo (or C AP'Qg< W; 
i =0 i = 0 
(c) for some p < 1 
I A (dx)l(P” (x, l ) - rrlig = O(p”) (n + 00). 
g on (S, W.) 
= SUPlfb g IP (f)l f w any signed measure ~_l and non-negative fLmct:zn 
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In the special case where h = v or g = h Theorem 2.3 yields: 
Corollary 2.4. Suppose that (X,1 ) is geometrically ergodic. Then 
(i) the following are (equivalent : 
(a) for some p0 < 1, IhP”h - rr(h)l = CQo:) (n + 00); 
(b)forsomer>l,hQrh<m; 
(c) for some p < 1, 1 A (dx)llP”(x, l ) - VII= O(p”) (n + 00); 
(ii) thr following are equivalent: 
(a’) for some p0 c: 1, izJP”g - n(g)1 = 0(&) (n --) 00); 
(b’) for some r > 1, vQ,g < 00; 
(c’) for some p c 1,j rr(dx)IIP”(x, 0 ) - v& = Q(p”) (n + 00). 
In [3] Kendall shows that, when S is CP-j ntable, geometric ergodicity is character- 
ized by the geometric tails of the hittiq.;- aime distributions; that is, if (X,1) is 
geometrically ergodic, then for all i, j E S, &(r’l) < 00 for some r > 1 depending on 
i and j; conversely, if for some r > 1 and a pair (i, j) of states (the case i = j included) 
Ei(rTJ) < co and Ei(rTi) < 00, then (X,) is geometrically ergodic. Our next theorem 
will give a generalization of the above characterizations; it turns out that here the 
so-called small sets play the role of in? .lual points. A set B E a with V(B) > 0 
is small provided that for every A E 93 F b m(A) > 0 there exists j E N + such that 
inf i P”(x,A)>O. 
xcBn=l 
By [6, Corollary 2.41 it suffices that the above condition holds for some C-set. 
Trivially every C-set is also a small set. 
Theorem 2.5. (i) If c.X,) is geometrically ergodic, then for every A E 93 with W(A) > 0 
there exists r = rA > 1 such that 
E,(r’^)<ak 
(ii) If for some small set B and r > 1 
sup E,(rTD)<m 
x E 13 
then (X,,) is geometrically ergodic. 
(iii) If the assumption of (ii) holds true and, in addition, for a probability 
measure A, 
EA. ( rT*) < q 
for some r r 1, then 
A (dx)l[P”(x, . ) -7Tll==O(p”) (n-o) 
forsomep4. 
(2’2) 
‘[z UOFJDaS $1 ‘W2q a&M l (‘x”g Jo3 /“g a)$lM aM) (&@ ‘S) UO UOiJaUn3 B 
s! 4 put? a.uw?atu &[!qeqold e so d uaq~ ‘( N 3 u) j’*,(d @ y - ,,d) d = (U)““fj a$!JM 
aM l sayliluap! Dlstzq pug uo~~e~on awes asnpoJJui ah s)[nsal .rno %u!Ao.rd aro3ag 
aq:, sa![dur! I< A autos pue 0 < (a)& ~11~ @ 3 8 lDt?duroa h[aA!lt?[ar awes ~03 
u=-LL 
‘S 3 x baAa 
~03 arnseaw (aAr@od) [~~A~JJ-UOU e s?( . ‘x)~, PUB g 3 v karla ~03 snonuiiuo+uas 
JaMo[ SI (v ‘ l )J; ?q )ey) ‘[ I[] luauodwoa snonu!luor, [I?!A!JJ-uou alaqMkaAa ue 
so J pue * N uo uo!lnqllls!p hl![rqleqold B s! { 14~} alaqM ‘(v ‘x)J, e (v ‘x) ~“0 i=zz 
pue s 30 play-a [a.Ioa aql SU~EJUO~ g ‘aDlsds [t@o[odcsl h.wl!qJe ue s! s (i!) 
puoaas 30 s! (&)ddns pug w t s : J snonu!luoD papunoq LraAa ~03 snontuluoa s! 
Jd ‘s 30 p[ay-o [aJog aql ST @ ‘asvds Dfllaw a[qe.rodas )Deduroa h[[wo[ B sf s (r) 
Jayala lt?q$ asdi;ig l anJ) sp[oq ~u~Mo[[o~ aq$ )X?J UI l sally!qrr90Jd 
uo~~~suw~ aqg uo suo~~!puo~ rCl!nu!luoa rl!r2iJaa .rapun ‘(fQ~~po%.ra a!qawoa(a ql .to3 
slas Jsa] away pue) slas [[ews alt? 6aJnseaur JUE?F_~?AU! aAilsod ql!M ‘slas laeduroa 
IC[aA!le[aJ 1Eql a;rnlDafuo:, 01 [wnltw s! 11 aceds [@o[odol B si s 31 l L*Z grw.ua~ 
lt?ql qDns I< !A slslxa aJay s 3 ,f haAa ~03 :azds aleis 
a[r[elunoa E 30 asB3 aql u! uaAa l[nsar Mau B saA!% (I) s.2 tuaJoaqL ‘9.z yJsura~ 
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for some r > 1 or, equivalently, that the function 
(1 -z)U(z), where U(z) = 2 or”, 
I1 =o 
(2.5) 
is analytic without zeros in a circle {It I< r} for some Y 2 1 
Proof of Theore:m 2.3. (a) + (b). Assume first that k = 1 in (Mj. Substituting p = A, 
f = g to (2.3) and taking generating functions (note that Cr.-, znGPf(n) = pa,f) 
gives, for 121 q: 1, 
(1 -z)( : z”AP”g) = (1-z)(hQ,g)+z(l-z)U(z)(AO,h)(vC?~g)* 
n=O 
(2.6) 
From (a), the left-hand side of (2.6) is analytic in (Izl< rl} for some tl> 1. By 
assumptions and (2.5), the second member of the right-hand side of (2.6j is analytic 
in (121 <rz} for some r2 1:’ 1. Therefore also (1 - z)(AQg) is analytic in {lzl q 
min {rl, r2}}. This and the fact that G,,(n) + 0 as n + 00 allow us to conclude that 
hr3,g < ~0 for r .r: min{rl, r& 
The general Case k 2 1 is proved by applying the above to the k-step chain (XJ 
and each P’g (0~’ AP’), i = 0, . . . , k - 1, separately. 
(b) +(c). Asume first that k = 1 in (M). We proceed as in the proof of [7, 
Theorem 63. BJ~ (2.3) and (2.1), for any IfI 6 g, 
IP”f(x)--*(f)(dG,,(n)+G,,*IG,h*~-?r(h)ll(n-l)+~(h) : G&j, 
i =: I* 
where by (2.2) 
IG &b!4 -?r(h)ll(n)sGxh*Iu - rr(h)ll(n) + r(h) : G&). 
i=n+l 
Taking the supreiinum over f and integrating with respect o A gives 
I A (dx 1:; P” (x, l ) - ?r& ~G~,in)+G,,*GAh*lCI-~(h)ll(n-l) 
Therefore for *:a i 
s ,@,$ + r(vQ,g)(AQrh)( z rn MO) - n(h)I) 
i =o 
+n m-1 -.I- ( yQrg)[AQrh + l I* 
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From (2.4) and the assumptions, the upper-bound above is finite for some r > 1. 
So the proof is complete in the case k = 1. 
Let now k 3 1 be arbitrary. By applying the above to the k-step chain (X,lk) with 
g replaced by Pig (i = 0, . ..,k-l)weobtainpi<lsuchthat 
1 A(dx)llP”k+i(x, l ) - ~11~ c 1 A (dx)IIPnk(x, 0) -- rrllPIR= o(p;), 
from which (c) follows. 
(c) * (a) is trivial. 
To prove Theorem 2.1 we need the following. 
Lemma 2.0. Let h be a probability measure and g a non-negative function with 
r(g) < 00 on (S, 93). Then for any r > 1: 
(i) If hQ,h ~00, then hQ,l ~00. 
(ii) If vQ,g < 00, then mQrg < 00. 
Proof. (i) From (2.2), 
hQ,l= E t r”A(Pk -h @ v)“(Fk -h 69 v)“h 
m=O n=O 
00 
= c rMn f 
t1 =0 m=n 
r”A (Pk - h 0 v)“‘h s 2 AQ,h. 
(ii) follows similarly from (2.1). 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. By GE(ii), vQ,h < 00 for some r > 1, whence from Lemma 
2.8 vQJ < 00, rrQ,h < 00, rrQ,l < 00. The assertion follows by applying Theorem 
23toA=randg=l. 
Corollary 2.4 is straightforward from Lemma 2.8 and Theorem 2.3; the details 
are omitted. 
Proof of eorem 2.5 (i). Let A. with r(A) > 0 be fixed, and let C c A be a c-set 
(w.r.t. 7~). So we may choose, for suitable k, h = plc, v = +p in (M). For these k, 
h and v consider the split k-step chain (Xzk ) of (Xn), see [5, Section 21. This chain 
has a recurrent atom a! = C1 and by Lemma 2.8(ii) 
z(rT”) = 7r f r” (Pk .- h @ iT)“-‘h = rrQ,h < 00, 
PI = 1 
. 
for some g > 1. Write ic~A = inf{n EN +: Xndc E A}; then (cu c A) TA s kkTn s kq,, and 
therefore 
Jr?) s *,( riT- ) < 03 
for rO=r”k>l. 
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In b.,:*der to prove Theorem 2.5 (ii) and (iii) we give the following lemma, which 
is a gc aeralization of [12, Proposition 31. Here ‘a.s.’ means &-as. for all x E S. 
Le~~~,;~~ 2.9,,Let T be an as. finite stopping time relative to (X,). Let B E 9 be such 
that j 
a X., E B (a.s.). (2.7) 
Llefhl ;Ite sequence (F),, Ed (of iterates of r recursively by setting TO = 0, TI = T, 
)I -+ I 
7 _: fpi’ -yq-qy”, where 0 is the usual shift operator. Suppose that (Z&N + is a 
.se+wl~~~ of (0, l)-valueed random variables such that for every n E N + 
& is 5+ = cr(XO, . . . , X&measurable 
pxwtl = 119,rg -‘}+OO (a.s.). (2.8) 
Set q = inf{n E N +: Z,, = 1). 
(i) If, for some r > 1, supxGB E,(r’) COO, then for some ro> 1, supx~B E,(r~“)<~. 
(ii) If, in addition, A is a probability measure satisfying E, (r’) < 00 for some r > 1, 
then also E&T”) < 00 for some rl> 1. 
Proof. (i)Ifr$l issuchthatsup,,B E,(r;)=M<~,thensup,,B P,{~wz&M~” 
(n E IV +). Put t(r) = r*+Cy__, (rn - r”-*)q,, where qn = min{W;‘“, 1). Then l(r) is a 
probability generating function satisfying 
sup E,(r’)s:&r)<m for all rE[l, rl). 
XEB 
Therefore, by the strong Markov-property and (2.7) we have for all x E B, r E [1, rl), 
E,(r”’ 1 $FTn-l) = rT”-’ ExTtx -l(r’) < [(r)r’“-‘. 
Since {v 3 n}E PTn-l we have by (2.9) 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
Using {q 2 ys - 1) E :F$ 2, the Schwarz inequality, (2.8) and (2.9) we obtain 
Ex(l~~~,/“~~‘) = E,(l~,,,-lrl~z,,_,=o}r’“- ’ ) 
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and hence by induction 
E,(l+/” -‘) < (1 - r)‘“-“‘*([(r*))‘“-I)‘* 
for all n 2 1. Substituting this to (2.10) gives 
Sup Ex(r7”) S t(r) 2 (I- ~)‘“-“‘*(~(~*))‘“-‘)‘*. 
XEB n=l 
Since e(r)-, 1 as ril we conclude that supXEB E,($‘)<a for some r+ 1. 
(ii) Estimating as above gives 
E#‘) s t(r)EA(r7) f (1 - r)‘“--“‘*(r(r*))‘“-*‘/*, 
t1 = 1 
and the proof is completed as in (i). 
Proof of Theorem 2.5 (ii) and (iii). (ii) Let B be a small set and C c B a C-set. 
Then for some j E N + 
inf P, b{XEC} =Y>O. 
XEB i i=l ) 
We choose T = & and Zn the indicator of the event 
iJW T “-‘+i E C} 
i=l 
in Lemma 2.9. Since F1 4-j S 7”, Zn is indeed $+-measurable. Moreover 
Px Kl = l~&-l}~y) and 
sup E,(r’) G (sup E,(r’“))’ < a~ 
XEB XEB 
for some r > 11. So we conclude from Lemma 2.9 that for some r2 > 1 
supE,(r~‘)~supE,(r;‘)<~. 
XEC XEB 
Next we shall show that (2.11) implies for any m E N + 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
for some r3 > 1. (Recall that ,,J~ = inf{n E N + : X,11,1 E C).) By aperiodicity there exists 
j E N + such that [8, Proposition 1.2. l] 
inf Pi” (x, C) > 0. (2.13) 
xEc.i= l,...,m 
We apply Lemma 2.9 again, choosing now 7 = ~-jct”~ 
IX 17 )'-'+j+mlr~tim E C}. 
icator of the event 
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([u] means the i!rteger part of a real number a). As before, we conclude 
SUP,,~ E&i”) < 0~’ for some r4 7 1. Finally, since n,rC s ?/m, we see that (2.12) 
holds for t3 = I$‘. 
Let k be such that condition (C) holds for the given C-set C Since proving the 
geometric ergodicity of (Xn) is in fact equivalent to showing that the k-step chain 
(X,J is geometrically ergodic, we may by (2.12) assume, without loss of generality, 
that k = 1. We consider the split chain (Xc ) with h = fi Ic, u = cpc. Since the case 
/3 = I is trivial, we may assume p < 1. We choose in Lemma 2.9 T = 7c* and 
Z,l = 1 a (Xfl ), where cy = Cr is a recurrent atom for (Xz ). Then Zn is $$measurable 
trivially and, since Pt{Zn = 1 IX7n} = ,6, also (2.8) is satisfied. Hence [5, Section 21, 
for any _r E C, 
@E;,(P) -- (1 -S)E;&F) = E,(r”-) s M < 00 
and therefore 
sup E;(F) s p-‘( 1- P)-‘M < oo, 
yEC* 
Since LY I= C”, T, 52 7” ; thus by Lemma 2.9(i) there exists r+ 1 such that 
E,*(r2) < 00. Hence (X,* ), and consequently also (X,1), is geometrically ergodic. 
(iii) Lemma 2.9(ii) implies similarly Ef(rp) < a~ for some rr > 1 and therefore 
So the assertion follows from Corollary 2.4(i). 
3. A test function method for geometric ergodisity 
Let (X,) bc a rp-irrebrlucible and aperiodic Markov chain on (S, a), 9 countably 
generated, see [8, 1.3 1. The following theorem extends Popov’s [9] criterion of 
geometric ergodicity to general state space. 
Thleorem 3.1, Assume ahat there exist a measurable function g : S + R+, a set B E 33 
and real numbers r > 1, E > 0 such that 
Pg(x)W-‘g(x)--e, xEBC, (3.1) 
then 
E, (rTR) 6 e-‘g(x), X E B’, (3.2) 
x(rTB) S rem1 J Pb, dy)g( y), x E B. BC 
Moreover, if B is small and 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
then (Xn ) is geometrically .ergodic. 
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Proof. The proof is similar to that of [ 14, Theorem 6.11. We notice that (3.1) implies 
(I - rylsc)g 3 rE on B’, (3.5) 
where I is the identity operator and Id(x) = l,&)f(X) for x E S, A E 9. Letting 
rPIBc operate on both sides of (3.5) we obtain inductively 
(I - y+’ (PI,c)‘*+‘)g 3 E i rk+*(PIB~)k 1 on B’. 
k=O 
Therefore, for x E B” 
g(x) a E : rk+'(PIBc)k l(x) = E 2 rk+‘P,{rB :> k} 2 EEL, 
k=O k=O 
which is (3.2). Now (3.3) follows from 
E,(r-) = t J Q, ~y)E,(~‘“), BC 
and hence (3.4) implies the geometric ergodicity of (Xn) by Theorem 2.5 (ii). 
Theorem 3.1 can be reformulated in intuitively more attractive forms in cases 
where a ‘drift towards the centre’ of the space is meaningful. As an example of a 
formulation of this kind we assume that S is a normed space and 93 contains the 
Bore1 g-field generated by the norm topology, [ 13, Theorem 5.13. Write 
qQx (t) = E, (ef”Xl’ -‘x1’), 
where 1 l 1 denotes the norm in S. Choosing g(x-) = e”” in Theorem 3.1 we obtain 
the following. 
Corollary 3.2. If for some t > 0, r > 1, E > 0 and B E 93 
qQx(t) < r-l -E eBr”‘, x E B’, 
then 
X(rTH) S E-’ e”“‘, x E SC, 
E,(r’“) s d&(t) e”“, A’ E B. 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
Moreover, if B is a small set which is bounded and 
then (X,,) is geometrically ergodic. 
3.3. We recall that relatively compact sets with positive invariant measure 
are small sets under the continuity conditions of emark 2.7. (Those sets are 
automatically bounded.) 
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Example 3.4. Let (Xn) be a random walk on lF3+, that is, 
X n+l = (XI + K+l)+, n Ef+J 9 
*where ( Yn) is a sequence of independent, identically distributed random variables 
on R!. We give an extremely simple ‘test function’ proof of [7, Theorem 12 (ii)], 
which states that (X,1) is geometrically ergodic if 
W’d<O, (3.10) 
andforsomeM<m,p>O 
P{Y1~y}Ql-Ie-“y, y>O. (3.11) 
We note that in [7] the proof is based on Miller’s results in [4], where the Baxter’s 
identity, i.e., the exact PO-distribution of T 0, is vital. Write Jl(t) = j e”F(dx) where 
F is the common distribution function of Y,‘s. By (3.11), e(t) exists at least for 
I E [IO, p). Since @(O+) = E( Y,i) < 0 (from (3.10)) we can find toe CO,@ such that 
#(to) < 1. Since 
$x(t0) = e -‘““F( -00, -x] + 
I 
e’““F(dy) + @(to) < 1 (as x + OO), 
(-x.rn) 
we see the existence of a > 0 and S > 0 such that +x(to) s 1 - S for all x 2 a. Hence 
condition (3.6) is satisfied by choosing B = [0, a), r = (1 -S/2)-‘, e = 5/2. From the 
spatial homogeneity of (Xn) and (3.7) we conclude that 
PO(+) s E, (rfr~.ta)) s E -I &+’ < cy) 
and the result follows. 
4. Exponential convergence in renewal theory 
Let W&N be a sequence of independent random variables on R+ = [0, a), with 
YI, y2, l l l identically distributed according to F. Write S, = ~~=, Yi* When Yo has 
distribution G we write PG for the probability measure governing the sequence 
(kT,) (P, when G =: ex, x E R,). Set /-l~ =s tF(dt), and U = Cfp=, F”*, the renewal 
measure of F. When p < 00 we write Ge for the ‘equilibrium distribution’ 
G,(dt) = ,u -‘( 1 --F(t)) dt, 
sat!sfymg G, * U = in -‘I, where I is the Lebesgue measure on R+. 
We consider the forward recurrence time process of ( Y,,) defined by 
v’(t) = inf{S, - t: S,, 2 t), l 3 0. 
The time-homogeneous transition probabilities of the Markov process (V’(t)), =(I 
are denoted by 
I%, A) = .{ V’(t) E A}. 
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Note that G, is an invariant probability measure for ( V’(t)) (when p < 00). 
We apply the results of Section 2 to give a new proof of the following. 
Theorem 4.1. Assume that 
F is spread-out, i.e., some convolution power of F has a non-trivial absolutely 
continuous component, (4.1) 
for some s > 0 
I 
e”‘F!dt) < W. (4.2) 
If G is a distribution on R, satisfying (4.2), then 
(i) for some p > 0 
I eD'IG* U-&l(dt)aq 
(ii) for some /3 > 0 
lim sup eDrIG * U * f(t)-p-*l(f)l = 0 
t-rm lfkg 
whenever g is a non-negative function on R, satisfying, for some s > 0, 
lim,,, esrg( t) = 0. 
We note that Theorem 4.1 follows from [IO] even for renewal processes on IR: 
our contribution here is to provide a probabilistic proof in the case of non-negative 
variables. 
To prove Theorem 4.1 we consider the S-skeleton chain ( V’(na’)),,,P, of ( Vi%)) 
as in [l], where it has been shown that this chain is Harris positive recurrent when 
(4.1) holds and p < 00. (It is easy to see that (4.1) is also necessary for the Harris 
recurrence of (V+(nS)).) 
Proposition 4.2. § oppose that (4.1) holds and let S > 0 be such thar F[O, 6 > < 1. 
(i) The set B = ~9, 6) is a C-set for (V’(nS)) w.r.t. the Lebesgue measure 1. 
Moreover, (V’(nS)) is aperiodic. 
(ii) If, in addition (4.2) holds, then ( V’(nS)) is geome?rically ergodic. 
(iii) Moreover, if also G satisfies (4.2), then for some p < II 9 
roo;l’, (i) From (4.1) there exist j, AC E N + and p > 0 such that 
0 e s .I03 ‘aro3alay,t 
.sl”n+r~[s/“s]={a3(Qu)+n :+ fQ3 U}3U~~8s 
l np (21)(9‘0QQj e((8 ‘01 u nP 3 (sir + u)),n)xcm 
(00’9]3~ 
{(8’0]unP~(gu-~S+~+X))“a3[(~p)~ = 
I 
“(9 ‘01 = 8 3 x 
.I03 u;9yJA ‘2 + 244 +y = u vu ‘0 < k = (g( I + m) ‘w]g vw yDns aq + ttl3 w 137 
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Proof of Theorem 4.1. (i) Proceeding as in the proof of [ 1, Theorem 61 yields 
I 
e”IG * U -p-?l s U[O, S) i eP”+l’fillGpnA - Gel], 
n=O 
which is finite by Proposition 4.2(iii) for suitable S > 0, p > 0. 
(ii) Let p >O such that j e”IG * U -CL_?](df) < m,j e”g(t) dt < 00 and e”‘g(t) + 0 
(t + 00). The assertion follows from 
e”lG * u *f(t) --~?(~)I <e”‘lG * U-p- ‘Il*g(t)+p-’ est 
Finally we point out that the following converse result also holds. 
Theorem 4.3. If f or some G and g satisfying the assumptions of Theowm 4.1 t ii) 
with l(g) > 0 
lim e”IG* U*g(t)-p?(g)l=O 
r-co 
for sonze p > 0, then F satisfies (4.2). 
Proof. We use the symbol - for the Laplace transforms (e.g., E(z i = 5 e-“F(dt), 
Re t >O). From the assumption, the function 
9(z) = ~(z)~(*)~(z)+cr-l (c = l.ag~) 
is analytic in Re z > -6, 6 > 0. Note that c > 0, i.e., p < 00; for e”‘G * U * g(t) + 0 
implies U(R+) c 00, contradicting F(R+) = 1. From the renewal equzk!on 
l-P(*)= 
&z)&?(z) 
z4w---c 
when Re z > 0 and lz I < So, 
whereO< So< S ischosenso that T@(Z)-c # 0 and zG(z)g(z) isanalytic in{).zi < 80). 
Thus the point a = 0 is not a singularity of F(z) and hence, by [ 15, Theorem 
11.6.5b], g(z) converges for Re z > -&, S1 >O, and (4.2) follows. 
Remark 4.4. As a byproduct of Theorem 4.3 we see that conditions 44.1) and (4.2) 
are also necessary for the geometric ergodicity of the chains ( V’(n&), S 2 0. 
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